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Data visualizations  and  graphs  are  increasingly  common  in  both  scientific  and  mass  media  settings.  While  graphs

are  useful  tools  for  communicating  patterns  in  data,  they  also  have  the  potential  to  mislead  viewers.  In five  studies,

we  provide  empirical  evidence  that  y-axis  truncation  leads  viewers  to  perceive  illustrated  differences  as larger  (i.e.,

a  truncation  effect). This  effect  persisted  after  viewers  were  taught about  the  effects  of  y-axis  truncation  and  was

robust  across  participants,  with 83.5%  of participants  across these  5 studies  showing  a truncation  effect.  We also

found  that  individual  differences  in  graph  literacy  failed  to predict  the  size  of individuals’  truncation  effects.  PhD

students  in  both  quantitative  fields and  the  humanities  were  susceptible  to  the  truncation  effect,  but  quantitative

PhD  students  were  slightly  more  resistant  when  no  warning  about  truncated  axes  was provided.  We  discuss  the

implications  of these  results  for  the  underlying  mechanisms  and  make  practical  recommendations  for  training

critical  consumers  and  creators  of graphs.
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General  Audience  Summary
News  media,  opinion  pieces,  social  media,  and  scientific  publications  are  full  of graphs  meant  to  communicate

and  persuade.  Such  graphs  may  be technically  accurate  in  displaying  correct  numerical  values  and  yet  misleading

because  they  lead people  to  draw  inappropriate  conclusions.  In five  studies,  we  investigate the  practice  of

truncating  the  y-axis  of bar  graphs  to  start at  a non-zero  value.  While  this  has been  called  one  of “the  worst  of

crimes  in  data visualization”  by  The  Economist,  it is  surprisingly  common  in  not just  news  and  social  media,  but

also  in  scientific  conferences  and publications.  This might  be because  the  injunction  to  “not  truncate  the  axis!”

may  be  seen  as more  dogmatic  than  data-driven.  We examine  how truncated  graphs  consistently  lead  people  to

perceive  a larger difference  between  two  quantities  in  five studies,  and  we  find that  83.5%  of  participants  across

studies  show  a  truncation  effect. In other  words,  83.5%  of people  in  our  studies  judged  differences  illustrated

by  truncated  bar  graphs  as larger  than  differences  illustrated  by  graphs  where  the  y-axis  starts at  0.
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Surprisingly,  we  found  that  the  truncation  effect  was very  persistent.  People  were  misled  by  y-axis  truncation

even  when  we  thoroughly  explained  the  technique  right  before  they  rated  graphs,  although  this warning  reduced

the  degree  to which  people  were  misled.  People  with  extensive  experience  working  with  data and  statistics

(i.e.,  PhD  students  in  quantitative  fields)  were  also  susceptible  to  the  truncation  effect.  Overall,  our  work shows

the  consequences  of truncating  bar  graphs  and  the  extent  to  which  interventions,  such  as warning  people,  can

help  but  are  limited  in  their  scope.

People  encounter  graphs  in  places  ranging  from  fitness

trackers to  energy  bills,  as  well  as  in  mass  media,  such  as

broadcast television  and Twitter feeds.  Visualizations  are  often

helpful, improving  judgments  about  health  care  (Galesic  &

Garcia-Retamero,  2011;  Garcia-Retamero  &  Galesic,  2010) and

nudging  people  to  reduce  energy use (Fischer,  2008;  Jensen,

2003). Graphs are invaluable  tools for  communicating  pat-

terns  in  data.  For  example,  graphs  have  been  deployed in

COVID-19 communications  to illustrate  the  utility  of  social  dis-

tancing (“flattening  the  curve”; Roberts,  2020)  and to  compare

properties  of  COVID-19  to  those of  other  infectious  diseases

(Roser,  Ritchie,  &  Ortiz-Ospina,  2020). However,  there is a

need to  systematically  examine  graphs  as  a  potential source of

misinformation.  Not  only  do  graphs  have  the  potential  to  be pow-

erful, memorable,  and  persuasive  (Newman,  Garry,  Bernstein,

Kantner, & Lindsay,  2012;  Peterson,  1983;  Sargent,  2007;

Standing,  Conezio,  &  Haber,  1970), graphs  are also  theoreti-

cally interesting  because  they  do  not need  to  be  factually  wrong

to mislead.

To wit,  Figure  1  shows  a  bar  graph  appearing  to  communi-

cate  that  taxes  in the  United  States  will  increase  dramatically

if the  Bush  tax  cuts  expire  (Shere,  2012). Closer  inspection

reveals  that  this  graph  exaggerates  the  difference  between  35%

and 39.5%.  Additional  illustrative  examples  of  deceptive  visu-

alizations  are  available  at osf.io/gacrj. In  this  paper, we  examine

how, under  what conditions,  and  in  what  populations  graphs  can

be misleading.

Figure 1. Example of a truncated bar graph from news media.

Studying  Deceptive  Visualizations

While  discussions  of  misleading  graphs are not new  (e.g.,

Huff,  1954), empirical  research  on  their  assumed conse-

quences is scattered across  fields.  Psychological  research on

images and visualizations  suggests that  graphs may  increase

the persuasiveness  of  claims, even when they provide no

additional  information;  however,  evidence  on  this  point  is

mixed (Dragicevic  &  Jansen, 2018; Michael,  Newman,  Vuorre,

Cumming, &  Garry,  2013). Past work  in  the  behavioral  sciences

also explored  the cognitive  processes  underpinning  graph  per-

ception  (Carpenter  &  Shah,  1998;  Shah &  Freedman, 2011;  Shah

&  Hoeffner,  2002), examined how  people draw  accurate  conclu-

sions from  line  graphs and  scatterplots  (Cleveland,  Diaconis,

& Mcgill,  1982; Gattis  &  Holyoak,  1996), and studied  dis-

tortions that  result  from  design  choices  (Tversky  &  Schiano,

1989;  Zacks,  Levy,  Tversky,  &  Schiano, 1998). However,  much

of  the  work  directly relevant  to  the  effects  of  distorted  graphs,

as  commonly seen  in  mass  media  outlets,  comes  from finance

and  accounting,  in  part because  graph  use  is  especially  com-

mon  in  financial documents  (e.g.,  annual  reports). This  largely

descriptive research  suggests that  20-30%  of  those graphs  are

distorted (Beattie  &  Jones,  1992,  1999;  Beattie &  Jones,  2008;

Cho,  Michelon,  &  Patten,  2012; Courtis, 1997;  Penrose,  1973;

Steinbart,  1989). While not  experimental  in  methodology,  this

work provided  early  and thoughtful  prescriptive  guidelines

for avoiding  “measurement  distortion”  (Taylor &  Anderson,

1986).

There  are  many  categories  of  data  visualizations,  and past

work described  taxonomies  for  organizing graph  types  (e.g.,

Bertin,  1983;  Tufte,  2001;  Wilkinson,  2006).  Here, we focus

on bar graphs,  a simple  and powerful mapping  of  quantity

to length  found  throughout  scientific  communications,  mass

media, and educational  contexts.  Bar graphs were the most

common visualization  in  a randomly  selected  sample of  arti-

cles  published  in  Science  in  2014  and the  most  represented  type

of  visualization  from news  media  (Borkin et al.,  2013; Mogull

&  Stanfield,  2015).  Constructing  bar  graphs  is  an  explicit  part

of  the  United  States’  Common  Core Mathematics  standards

starting  in  Grade  2 (“Draw a picture graph  and  a bar  graph

to  represent  a  dataset with  up  to  four  categories”;  Practices  &

Council  of  Chief  State  School  Officers,  2010)  and is consid-

ered a  foundational  category  of  data  visualization  (Few,  2012).

Bar graphs are also  among the easiest  visualizations  to  cre-

ate by  hand  and to  generate  in  free  or  commercially  available

software.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
http://osf.io/gacrj
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Many  techniques  can distort  the  message of  a bar  graph.  Our

focus is  on one  of  the simplest:  y-axis  truncation.  This  is the

practice  of beginning  the  vertical  axis  at a value other than  the

natural  baseline  (typically  0);  it is assumed  to  visually  exaggerate

differences between  graph  quantities.  Truncation  violates  a fun-

damental  principle  of  data  visualization,  articulated  by  Edward

Tufte and  echoed  by  more  recent  recommendations:  “The  repre-

sentation  of  numbers,  as physically measured  on  the  surface of

the graphic  itself, should  be  directly  proportional  to  the  numeri-

cal quantities  represented”  (Cairo,  2019;  Few,  2012;  Tufte,  2001;

Zoss, 2016). However,  even though the recommendation  to  avoid

truncation  is long-standing,  the practice  remains  common.  At

the time  of writing,  truncating  the y-axis  of  bar graphs  to  illus-

trate small  differences  is  the  default  on  Microsoft  Excel. Y-axis

truncation  is  employed in  mass media,  textbooks,  and scientific

communications (osf.io/gacrj),  despite  being  described  as  one

of “the  worst  of crimes  in data  visualization”  by  The  Economist

(Leo,  2019).  While  some  prior demonstrations  suggest  that

y-axis truncation  might  impact people’s  perceptions,  these stud-

ies have contained  a single  trial  per condition  (Pandey,  Rall,

Satterthwaite, Nov,  &  Bertini,  2015;  Taylor  & Anderson,  1986),

small participant  samples  (e.g., mean n =  14.2; Witt,  2019),

and/or lack  of  random  assignment  (Raschke  &  Steinbart,  2008).

Thus, the fact  that  y-axis  truncation  reliably  and systematically

impacts  people’s  perceptions  of  graphs remains,  surprisingly,

unclear.

Overview  of  Studies

Our  first  goal  (Studies  1  and  2)  was  to  provide a method-

ologically robust  paradigm  for studying  how  y-axis  truncation

affects people’s  judgments,  with a  focus on  understanding  the

size of the  truncation  effect  and allowing for further  examination

of possible  moderators.

Given  that  distorted  graphs  are unlikely  to disappear,  our sec-

ond goal  was  to explore whether  we  could  inoculate  viewers

against the  truncation  effect, for  both  practical  and theoretical

reasons. In  Studies  3–5,  we investigate whether  and  to  what

extent an explanatory  warning  about  y-axis  truncation  affects

people’s judgments.  Whether  or  not this  intervention  helps has

implications  for  whether  the  effect  is more automatic  (akin  to  a

perceptual illusion)  versus a failure  to  engage in  controlled  pro-

cessing.  To  be clear,  the warning  is given prior  to  judging  any

graphs (“pre-encoding”).  This pinpoints  a different  mechanism

than warnings  given  after  processing,  as  “post-encoding”  warn-

ings are  often  leveraged to  encourage  source  monitoring.  Our

question  is  whether the explanatory  warning  increases  vigilance,

given that  (pre-encoding)  warnings  that  misinformation  might

occur  slow reading  (Greene,  Flynn,  &  Loftus, 1982) and reduce

susceptibility  to  misinformation  that  contradicts  events (Ecker,

Lewandowsky,  &  Tang,  2010)  or  prior  knowledge  (Marsh &

Fazio,  2006). On  the  other  hand,  many  visual  illusions  are

byproducts of  an  adaptive  visual  system that  uses  depth  and

other cues  to make  sense  of the world  (Gregory,  2009) and as

such cannot  simply be unseen.

Our  third goal was  to investigate people’s  variability  in  sus-

ceptibility to the truncation  effect.  We include  a well-regarded

measure  of  graph  literacy  in  all  five studies (Garcia-Retamero,

Cokely, Ghazal,  &  Joeris,  2016) to  capture  variation in  people’s

experiences  with  visual representations  of  quantitative  infor-

mation(i.e.,  individual  differences  in  graph  literacy;  Galesic  &

Garcia-Retamero,  2011). While  formal  training  is  not required

to interpret  graphs  (Okan,  Garcia-Retamero,  Galesic, &  Cokely,

2012),  it  is thought  to  be  useful  when  mapping  spatial  infor-

mation  to  meaning  requires  knowing  arbitrary conventions.

However, to  preview,  we did not  find  evidence  for  a systematic

relationship between  graph  literacy  and the  truncation  effect.  In

response, Study  5  took a different  approach,  exploring  expertise.

We reasoned  that  individuals  in  PhD  programs  in  quantitative

fields would  have  considerable  experience  creating  and  inter-

preting  graphs,  and  thus, this  population  might  not  be  susceptible

to  the truncation  effect. We  explore  this  in  Study  5.

Study  1

Does y-axis  truncation  systematically  affect  people’s  judg-

ments  of  the  differences  between  quantities?  In  Study  1, we

develop a  novel  and adaptable  paradigm  for  studying  misleading

graphs to  explore this  foundational  question.  We also  predicted

that people with  higher  levels  of  graph  literacy  would  be  less  sus-

ceptible  to  exaggerations  from y-axis  truncation.  This would  be

consistent with  cognitive  and education  research exploring  pro-

cesses underpinning  graph  interpretation  (Carpenter  &  Shah,

1998;  Shah &  Hoeffner,  2002)  and arguing  for the need  for

explicit instruction  to  establish  competence  in  graph  compre-

hension (Glazer,  2011).

Method

Participants.  We conducted  Study  1 using  Amazon  Mechan-

ical Turk  (MTurk)  and recruited 24  participants  (9  women,  1

non-binary  gender;  Mage = 32  years,  SDage =  9.48).  In  this  study,

62% of  participants  reported  having  at least a Bachelor’s  degree.

Participants for this  and all  subsequent  studies  were  recruited

from the United States  with  previous task  approval  rates  of  least

85%. We  chose  a relatively  small sample  size,  because  Study

1 was  exploratory,  and this  was  the first  time  these  stimuli and

procedures  were used.  Analyses  were  not  run until  data  collec-

tion was  complete.  Procedures  in this  and all  following  studies

were approved  by the  Duke  University  IRB.

Materials.  We made  bar  graphs  communicating  informa-

tion about  a range  of  topics,  such  as  public  health,  geography,

and technology.  We  note  this  divergence from  materials  used  in

previously  published  work, which  was typically  limited  to  finan-

cial information  or  presented  graphs  that  used  the  same content

framing across  multiple  trials.  We aimed  to  balance  methodolog-

ical rigor with  ecological  validity  in  developing  materials.  The

graphs ranged  from  three  to  five  bars.  Critically,  two  versions

of each  graph  were  created:  one where  the  y-axis  was  truncated

and one where  the y-axis  started at zero.  Figure 2  shows  a sam-

ple pair. The  materials  used  for this  and  subsequent  studies  are

available at osf.io/ytq3h.

We  generated  truncated  bar  graphs  with  similar levels  of

visual deception,  a novel  contribution  of  the  present  studies.

Specifically,  we quantified  deceptiveness using  an  established

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
http://osf.io/gacrj
http://osf.io/ytq3h
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Figure. 2.  Sample trial  of a  control graph (left), and sample trial of a  truncated graph (right).

quantitative  measure:  the  graph  discrepancy  index  or  GDI

(Mather,  Mather,  &  Ramsay,  2005;  Steinbart,  1989; Taylor  &

Anderson, 1986; Tufte, 2001). The  GDI  measures  the extent to

which a  visualization  distorts  the underlying  numerical  ratio.

We created  control  graphs  with  y-axes  beginning  at 0 and trun-

cated graphs  with  a  GDI  of  500.  This process  is  described  in  the

Supplemental  Information.

We  included  a  10-item  measure  of graph  literacy  in  this

and subsequent  studies,  previously  developed  and validated by

Garcia-Retamero  et al.,  2016. This  measure asks  participants

to self-report  their ability  to  interpret graphs.  It is similarly  reli-

able,  robust,  and  valid  to  a  much  longer,  objective  measure  which

directly  tests  participants’  ability  to interpret  graphs correctly.

In the 10-item  version  implemented  in  our studies,  participants

provided ratings  on  6-point  scales.  For  example,  three repre-

sentative items were,  “How good are you  at working  with bar

charts?”, “Are  graphs easier  to  understand  than  numbers?”,  and

“How often  do  you  find  graphical  information  to  be  useful?”  The

final  score  is  a sum  of  all  items,  with  higher  scores  indicating

greater graph  literacy.

Design  and  procedure.  After providing  informed  consent,

we told  participants  they would  see a  series  of  graphs  and would

be asked  about  information  presented  in  them.  Participants  were

instructed  to  look  at the  graphs as  they would  if they encountered

them in  a newspaper  or  magazine article.

After  completing  a sample trial, participants  saw  one graph

at a time,  proceeding  at their  own pace.  On the same screen

as the  graph,  participants  were instructed  to  make a  subjective

comparison between  two  of  the values  represented  in  the bars

on a  scale  from 1 (not  at  all  different)  to  7 (extremely  different).

A midpoint  anchor  (moderately  different)  was provided.  Our

choice  of a  relative judgment  task  was deliberate.  We designed

this task  to align  with  the judgment  tasks implied  by  mass media

contexts  such  as TV  or  newspapers,  which  is often  to  make a

relative  comparison  (e.g.,  “Taxes  are much higher  than  they used

to be”)  rather  than an absolute  one  (e.g.,“Taxes  are  12%  higher

than  they used  to  be”).

In  Study  1, we  implemented  a within-subject  manipulation:

each participant  saw 20  control bar graphs and  20  truncated  bar

graphs. Participants  were  not given  information  on  the nature  of

the manipulation,  and the order of  the graphs was  randomized.

Two graph  sets were  created  for counterbalancing,  such that  the

two  sets  represented  the  same information  but  differed  in  which

graphs were and were  not  truncated.

After  rating  40  graphs,  participants  completed  the 10-item

graph literacy  assessment  described  above  (Garcia-Retamero

et al.,  2016)  and answered  demographic  questions  (age,  first  lan-

guage, and education).  Participants  reported  their  education  by

selecting the highest  level  reached  out of  the following  options:

some high  school,  graduated  high school  or  G.E.D.,  some  col-

lege, in  college,  Associate’s  degree, Bachelor’s  degree,  some

graduate school  courses,  graduate  degree.  Finally, participants

were debriefed  and  asked  questions  about  their  study  experi-

ence; see osf.io/ytq3h  for complete  participant  instructions  for

all studies.

Results

The  truncation  effect.  First, we  examined  how the  control

versus truncated  bar graph  manipulation  affected  participant  rat-

ings of how  different  two  quantities  are  (i.e., graph ratings).

As hypothesized, we  found that  people  rated the differences

depicted by  truncated  graphs as  larger  than  those depicted  by

control graphs:  Mcontrol = 3.70,  SDcontrol =  0.41;  Mtruncated =

4.78,  SDtruncated =  0.63. A  paired  t-test revealed  that  the judged

difference between control  graphs versus  truncated  graphs was

statistically significant:  t(23) =  14.25,  p  <  .0001,  95%  CI  of  the

difference [.92,  1.24],  Cohen’s  d =  1.26  [0.63,  1.90].  Figure  3a

illustrates  these  results using  modified  raincloud  plots,  depict-

ing  means  with  correlation-  and difference-adjusted  95%  CIs

(Cousineau,  2017), individual  participants  (2  points  per  partici-

pant),  and distributions  for both  conditions  side  by  side  (Allen,

Poggiali, Whitaker,  Marshall,  &  Kievit, 2018).

Thus, when presented  with  truncated  y-axes  rather  than  y-

axes beginning  at zero,  participants  judged  differences  between

bars to  be  substantially  larger.  This  effect  was consistent  across

participants: all  24 participants  rated  differences  depicted  by

truncated  graphs  as  larger  than  differences  depicted by  con-

trol graphs.  We  call  this  effect  of  axis  truncation  on subjective

judgments of  differences  the truncation  effect.

Graph  literacy.  Next,  we investigated the role  of graph  lit-

eracy in  predicting  the truncation  effect.  Graph literacy  scores

ranged from  35  to  55 in  Study  1 (M  =  44.08,  SD  =  5.31).  The

possible range  of the scores  was  10–60. Table  S1  in  the Supple-

mentary Information  (SI)  shows  descriptive  statistics  for  graph

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
http://osf.io/ytq3h
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Figure 3. Raincloud plots for Study 1 (a) and  Study 2  (b). These raincloud plots (Allen et al., 2018) depict average participant ratings for truncated and control

graphs, respectively. Error bars reflect correlation- and difference-adjusted 95% confidence intervals of the means (Cousineau, 2017). The truncated versus control

graphs variable was manipulated within-subjects; each participant is represented by two points. In this Study 2,  all participants received an explanatory warning.

literacy in all studies.  We  found  that  graph  literacy  did not sig-

nificantly predict  the judged difference between  bars  for  control

versus truncated  graphs:  F(1,  22) =  0.03,  p  =  .87.  Figure  S5

depicts  this  null  relationship  for  Study  1  and the  studies  that

follow.  Thus,  contrary  to  our hypothesis,  graph  literacy did not

predict the  size  of  the  truncation  effect.  We  did not  find  con-

sistent relationships  between  graph  literacy  and the  truncation

effect in  the studies that  follow.  Thus,  in  the  interest  of  brevity,

we report  statistical  details  relating  to  graph  literacy  for  sub-

sequent  studies in  SI.  We discuss  this  surprising  finding  in  the

General  Discussion  and have  created  an interactive  visualization

plotting the size of  the  truncation  effect  and  participants’  graph

literacy scores  at tinyurl.com/yblunbyv.

Study  2

Study  1 established  a  paradigm  for examining  the  effects  of

y-axis truncation  within  bar  graphs,  providing  a useful  paradigm

for studying  deceptive  graphs.  In  Study  2,  we investigate whether

providing  an  explicit  explanation  of  y-axis  truncation  would

reduce or eliminate  the truncation  effect. Clarifying  what  could

reduce  the size of  the  truncation  effect  has consequences  for

how misleading  information  might  be  flagged  online  on social

networks  (e.g., Clayton  et  al., 2019).  We expected  that  explicit

warnings about  y-axis  truncation  would  give participants  the

information  needed  to  identify  truncated  graphs  and adjust  their

judgments  accordingly.

Method

Participants.  We  recruited 109  MTurk  workers  (50 women,

1 non-binary  gender;  Mage = 35.07,  SDage =  11.19;  no  exclu-

sions). Because  we  hypothesized that  a  warning  would  reduce

the truncation  effect,  we  determined  our sample  size  a priori

based on  a power  analysis  predicting  a small-to-medium  trunca-

tion effect  size  of  0.35,  an  alpha of  0.05,  and power  of  0.90, which

estimated  a required  sample  size  of  at least  88  participants.  We

did not  analyze  results  until  data  collection  was complete.  Fifty-

nine percent  of  participants  reported having  at least  a Bachelor’s

degree. The  sample  also  included  a range  of  self-reported  graph

literacy (see Table  S1 in  Supplementary  Information).

Materials.  We used  the  same set  of  40  bar graphs  used  in

Study 1. We assessed graph  literacy  using  the same  10-item  scale

that was used  in  Study  1.

Procedure.  The  procedure  for  Study  2 was  very  similar  to

Study 1.  All participants  saw  20  control  bar graphs  (where  the

y-axis started  at zero)  as  well  as  20  truncated  bar  graphs  (where

the y-axis  did not start  at zero).  However,  in  Study  2,  all  partici-

pants read  an  explanatory  warning  and identified  an  example  of

a misleading  graph.

This  warning  described  y-axis  truncation,  provided  an  exam-

ple,  and stated  that  some graphs  were  created to  be misleading.

We note that, in this  participant-facing  context,  we  chose  to  use

the terminology  “misleading  graph” rather  than  “graph  with  a

truncated  y-axis”  with the  reasoning  that  this  term  may be  more

accessible  to  a  wide audience,  and that  a  non-neutral  label  may

provide more motivation  to  attend  to  the truncated  graphs. As a

part of  the  explanatory  warning,  participants  also  saw a truncated

and a  non-truncated  version  of  the  same  graph  on  the  same  page

and were asked  to  indicate  which  of  the two graphs had  been

designed to be  misleading.  Regardless of  performance,  partici-

pants were  given  feedback.  Eighty-eight  percent  of  participants

answered  this  question  correctly prior  to  feedback.

After the warning  and a sample trial, participants  completed

40 trials where  they  made judgments  about  the  relative  differ-

ences in  quantities  shown by  truncated  and control  graphs (1  =

not at  all  different,  7  =  extremely different).  As  in  Study  1, the

graphs were  shown  in  random  order and were  counterbalanced.

Excluding the  13  (12%)  participants  who  did not initially  answer

the training  exercise  correctly  does  not  change  the pattern of

results or conclusions  drawn.

After  rating  the 40  graphs,  participants  completed  the  self-

report  graph  literacy  assessment  used  in Study  1,  answered

demographic  questions,  and answered  debriefing  questions.

Results

Truncation  effect.  We found  again that  people  rated  differ-

ences between quantities  depicted  by  truncated  bar graphs  (M

= 4.28, SD  =  0.78)  as  larger  than  those depicted  by  control bar

graphs (M =  3.64,  SD  =  0.55),  as shown  in  Figure  3b.  A paired

t-test revealed  this  difference  as  statistically  significant:  t(108)  =

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
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10.64, p  < .0001, 95%  CI  of  the  difference  [0.52, 0.76],  Cohen’s

d = 0.54  [0.27,  0.82].  These  results  suggest  that  despite  the initial

explanation  and warning  given, participants  rated  the  differences

in the  truncated  bar  graph  condition  as  larger,  on  average,  than

the  differences  shown  by control  bar  graphs.

Eighty-five percent  of  participants  showed  a  truncation  effect

in  the  expected  direction  (i.e.,  for  93  of  our  109  participants,

their  ratings  of comparisons  shown  by  truncated  graphs  were

larger  than  their  ratings of  comparisons  shown by graphs  without

truncated  vertical  axes).  Thus,  the  explicit warning  immediately

preceding judgments  of  graphs  was  ineffective  at erasing the

truncation effect.

Study  3

The results  of Study  2 were  surprising  in  that  an explicit  warn-

ing did  not  eliminate  the  truncation  effect. To  further  investigate

this, in  Study  3,  we directly  manipulate  in  a  single  experiment

whether participants  are given  an explanatory  warning  about

y-axis truncation.  Doing  so  allows  us  to  directly  compare the

effects of having  an  explanatory  warning  or  not on  the  truncation

effect.

Method

Participants.  We recruited  119  MTurk  workers  (49 women,

1 non-binary  gender;  Mage = 32.27  years,  SDage =  7.81; no  exclu-

sions). We  determined  our sample size  by  aiming to  recruit a

similar  sample  size  to  Study 2  as  well  as  resource  constraints

for participant  compensation.  Seventy percent  of participants

reported having  at least  a  Bachelor’s degree. Results  were  not

analyzed until  all data  were collected.

Materials. We used the  set  of  40 bar graphs  used  in  the

previous experiments.  The  10-item  measure  of  graph  literacy

was identical  to  those  used  in  previous  studies.

Procedure.  Study  3 had a  2 (graph  type:  control,  trun-

cated) ×  2  (warning, no  warning)  mixed  design.  Graph  type

was manipulated  within-subject,  while  warning  was  manipu-

lated between-subjects.  Thus,  all  participants  saw  20 control  bar

graphs (where  the  y-axis  started at 0)  and 20 truncated  bar  graphs

(where the  y-axis  did  not  start  at 0).  Participants  in  the  explana-

tory warning  condition  were  given  the same  set of  instructions,

exercise, and  feedback  described  in  Study  2.  Of  the  participants

in the  warning  condition,  84.9%  answered  the  training  exercise

question  correctly.  Excluding  the 10  participants  who  did not

answer  the  training  exercise  correctly initially  does  not change

the main  conclusions  drawn.

As in  previous  studies,  participants  completed  the  graph  lit-

eracy assessment  and demographic  questions  at the  end of  the

study.

Results

To preview,  Figure 4  summarizes  our primary  results  of  inter-

est:  we replicated  a truncation  effect  and find  that  it is reduced

but still  present  when an  explanatory  warning  is given.

The truncation  effect.  We first  replicated  our central effect

of interest:  the truncation  effect.  As in  Studies  1 and 2,  we found

Figure 4. Raincloud plot for Study 3. Error bars reflect correlation- and

difference-adjusted 95% confidence intervals of the means and  points repre-

sent each participant twice. The truncated versus control graphs variable was

manipulated within-subject.

that  truncated  bar  graphs  led  to  exaggerated  ratings of differ-

ences, compared  to  control bar graphs:  Mcontrol = 3.86, SD  =

0.81; Mtruncated = 4.56,  SD  = 0.90. This  main  effect  was  sta-

tistically significant:  t(118)  =  10.70,  p  <  .0001,  95% CI  of  the

difference [0.57,  0.83],  Cohen’s d =  0.52  [0.26,  0.78].  This  effect

was consistent: 84.0%  (100 out of  119)  participants  showed  a

truncation  effect  in  the expected  direction.

Next, we examined  the  effects  of  the  explanatory  warning  and

graph  type  on  graph  ratings.  We hypothesized that  an  explana-

tory warning  would  reduce  the size  of  the  truncation  effect  by

lowering ratings of truncated  graphs.  We computed  a  linear

mixed effects model  with  graph  type  (0  =  control,  1 =  trun-

cated) and  warning  condition  (0  =  no warning,  1  =  warning)

as  binary  fixed  factors. Participants’  ratings  of  the  differences

depicted by  bar  graphs  was  the  outcome  variable,  and  participant

and item  were included as random  effects.  We found  statisti-

cally significant  effects of  graph  type  and warning  condition,  as

well as  a  significant  interaction between  graph  type  and warn-

ing (Table  1). We note  that  the intercept  in  this  model  (4.04)

corresponds to  ratings for  control  graphs with no  explanatory

warning given,  acting  as  a theoretical and practical baseline  for

ratings on  the  7-point  scale.

Effect of an  explanatory  warning.  To  further examine

the interaction  between  graph  type  and warning,  we  computed

pairwise contrasts  of  graph  type  and  warning  condition  from

estimated  marginal  means derived  from  the  linear  mixed  effects

model described  in  Table  1.  We  implemented  these analyses

using the R package  emmeans  with  Satterthwaite  approxima-

tions to  degrees  of  freedom  (to  be  consistent  with  the  approach

implemented in  the linear  model) for  Study  3  and the  studies

that  follow  (Lenth,  2019).

We first  computed  contrasts of  graph  type  for each  level  of

warning  condition  (no warning  and  warning),  followed  by  con-

trasts of  warning  condition  for  each  level  of graph  type  (control

and truncated).  We found  that  in  both  no  warning  (estimatediff

=  0.79,  95% CI  [0.69,  0.88],  SE =  0.05,  p <  .0001)  and  warning

(estimatediff = 0.63,  SE  =  0.05,  p  <  .0001  conditions,  truncated

graphs were  rated higher  than  control  graphs.  That  is,  there

was a robust truncation  effect  in  both warning  and no warning

conditions.  We also  found  that  an  explanatory  warning  lowered

ratings for  both  control(estimatediff = 0.32, 95%  CI [0.04,  0.60],

SE =  0.14,  p  =  .03)  and truncated  (estimatediff =  0.48, 95%  CI

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
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Table 1

Results for Study 3 from a Linear Mixed Effects Model Predicting Graph Ratings.

Estimate (b) 95% CI of the Estimate SE |t| p

Intercept 4.04 [3.67, 4.44] 0.20 20.07 < .0001

Graph Type (Control or Truncated) 0.79 [0.68, 0.89] 0.05 15.50 < .0001

Warning Condition (No Warning or Warning) −0.32 [−0.61, −0.04] 0.14 2.21 .03

Graph Type × Warning Condition Interaction −0.16 [−0.29, −0.03] 0.07 2.31 .02

Note. Both experimental conditions (graph type and warning or no warning) were  dummy-coded. No Warning served as the reference group for the between-subjects

manipulation. Control graphs served as the reference group for the within-subject manipulation.

[0.19,  0.76], SE  =  .14,  p = .0009)  graphs.  Finally,  we compared

these contrasts  statistically  to quantify  the  interaction  found  in

Table  1.  We  found  that  a warning  reduced  graph  ratings for  trun-

cated graphs  more  than  for control  graphs by  an  estimate  of  0.16

(7-point  scale),  95%  CI:  [0.02, 0.29],  SE =  0.07,  p =  .02.

Thus, our  results  were consistent  with  the hypothesis that  an

explanatory  warning  reduces  the truncated  effect  by  reducing

ratings for truncated  graphs.  However,  these results  suggest  that

an explanatory  warning  also  led  to an  overall  decrease  in  graph

ratings  for both types of  graphs,  which  may indicate  increased

caution when  rating  all  graphs.  The  truncation  effect  was  per-

sistent  even among those  who  received  an  explicit  warning.

Study  4

In Study  3,  we found  that  providing an  explanatory  warn-

ing before  participants  rated  control  and  truncated  bar  graphs

reduced but  did  not eliminate  the truncation  effect.  In  the world,

however, an  explicit  warning  will  rarely  immediately  precede

graphs with  truncated  vertical  axes.  Here, we  extend  the  find-

ings of Study 3 by  asking  participants  to  provide judgments

about a new  set  of  bar graphs  after  a 1-day  delay.  The  purpose

in doing  so  was  to  examine  whether  the  effects  of the explicit

warning on  the first  day will  extend  to the  next  day.

Method

Participants.  A total  of  157  participants  (53 women,  Mage =

33.92,  SDage = 9.97;  no exclusions)  completed  both  sessions  of

Study 4. Seventy-four  percent  reported  having  at least a  Bach-

elor’s degree.  Most (90%)  participants  who completed  Session

1 also  completed  Session  2.  In  choosing  our sample  size,  we

considered results  of  an  a  priori  power  analysis  based  on the

size of  the  truncation  effect  given  a warning  (Study  3),  potential

attrition between sessions, and resource  constraints.  Data were

not analyzed  until  all  157  participants  completed  the  study.

Materials.  We  used  the set  of  40  bar  graphs  used  in  the

previous experiments  and created an  additional  set  of  40  bar

graphs as  stimuli for the additional  timepoint.  The  new  set  was

created  following  the  same  guidelines  and procedures  used to

create the  original  set.  These  two  sets  were  counter-balanced

across the two  experimental  sessions to  account  for potential

effects of  materials.  The  10-item  measure  of  graph  literacy  was

identical  to  those  used in  previous  studies.

Procedure.  Study  4 had a 2 (graph  type:  control,  truncated)

× 2  (warning  condition:  warning,  no warning  in  the first  session)

× 2 (session:  first,  second)  mixed design. Graph  type  and session

were  within-subject  factors, while  we manipulated  explanatory

warning between  subjects.

The  first  session  of  Study  4 was  identical  to  Study  3, with  half

of  participants  receiving  a warning.  Most participants  (76.9%)  in

the warning  condition  answered  the  training  exercise  question

correctly. As  before, all participants  in  the  warning  condition

received feedback,  either  affirming  their  correct answer or  pro-

viding  corrective  feedback.  Excluding  the  participants  who did

not answer  the  training  exercise  correctly  initially  does  not

change  the pattern  of  results  or  conclusions  drawn.

One day  after the  first  session,  we asked  participants  to  make

judgments about  40  additional  bar graphs  that  were new  to  the

participants. Instructions  at  the  beginning  of  the second  session

indicated  that  participants  would  look  at graphs  similar to  the

ones they  had seen  the day before; no  explanatory  warnings

were given.  Participants  completed  the graph  literacy  measure

and demographic  questions  at the  end of  the second  session.

Results

The  truncation  effect.  We replicated  the  truncation  effect

obtained in  the  previous  studies:  average ratings of  differences

were higher for  truncated  graphs  than  for control  graphs:  Mcontrol

= 3.78, SD  =  0.99; Mtruncated =  4.59, SD =  0.90.  This  main effect

was statistically  significant:  t(156) =  15.97,  p <  .0001, 95%  CI

of the  difference  [0.72,  0.92],  Cohen’s  d = 0.53 [0.31,  0.76].

Most participants  showed  an  overall  truncation  effect:  88.5% of

participants in  Session  1 and 85.4%  in  Session  2.

Next,  we  computed  a linear  mixed-effects  model  with  graph

type  (0 =  control,  1  =  truncated),  warning  condition  (0  =  no

warning,  1 =  warning),  and timepoint  (0 =  session  1,  1 =  session

2) as  binary  fixed  factors.  The  outcome  variable  was  graph  rat-

ings; participant  and item were modeled  as  random  effects.  As

expected from  previous  studies,  we found  a statistically  signifi-

cant  effect  of  graph  type  and  a statistically  significant  interaction

between graph  type  and warning  condition,  replicating  the  trun-

cation effect  and the  finding  that  that  an explanatory  warning

leads to  participants  rating  truncated  graphs  lower, compared  to

those not given  an explanatory  warning  (Table  2).

We hypothesized that  the  protective  effect  of  an  explanatory

warning would  be  reduced  after 24 h,  such that  ratings for  trun-

cated graphs  would  be  higher  in the second session compared
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Table 2

Results for Study 4 from a Linear Mixed Effects Model Predicting Graph Ratings.

Estimate (b) 95% CI of the Estimate SE |t| p

Intercept 3.76  [3.46, 4.08] 0.16 22.79 < .0001

Graph Type (Control or Truncated) 1.15  [1.06, 1.24] 0.05 24.96 < .0001

Warning Condition (No Warning or Warning) 0.19 [−0.07, 0.49] 0.14 1.37  .17

Timepoint (Session 1 or Session 2) −0.08 [−0.17, 0.01] 0.05 1.79  .07

Graph Type × Warning Condition −0.59 [−0.72, −0.46] 0.07 9.03 < .0001

Timepoint × Graph Type −0.15 [−0.27,  −0.02] 0.07 2.24  .03

Timepoint × Warning Condition −0.15 [−0.28, −0.02] 0.07 2.35  .02

Timepoint × Graph Type  × Warning Condition 0.13 [−0.06, 0.30] 0.09 1.35  .18

Note. Experimental conditions (graph type, warning or no warning, session 1 or session 2) were dummy-coded. No Warning and Session 1 served as the reference

groups for the between-subject manipulations. Control graphs served as the reference group for the within-subject manipulation.

Figure 5. Raincloud Plot for Study 4.  Error bars reflect correlation- and

difference-adjusted 95% confidence intervals of the means. Points represent

each participant twice. The session (1 and 2) and graph type (truncated and con-

trol) variables were within-subject manipulations. Cohen’s d and 95% CIs from

left to right: No Warning1 = 0.69 [0.37, 1.02], No Warning2 = 0.62 [0.30, 0.94];

Warning1 = 0.42 [0.10, 0.74], Warning2 =  0.40 [0.08, 0.72]

to  the first  in the warning  condition.  We did not  find  positive

evidence for  this  hypothesis.  The  3-way  interaction  between

timepoint, warning  condition,  and graph  type was  not  statis-

tically significant  (t =  1.35, p  =  .18).  Indeed,  visual  inspection  of

Figure  5 suggests  results  contrary  to our hypothesis:  that  ratings

for graphs  decreased  at the  second  session.  Next,  we investigate

each of  the  statistically  significant  2-way  interactions.

Graph type  and  warning  condition.  First,  we  investigated

the interaction  between  graph  type  and warning  condition,  col-

lapsing  across  timepoints.  We found  that  in  both  no  warning

(estimatediff =  1.08  [1.02,  1.14],  SE  = 0.03, p <  .0001) and

warning (estimatediff = 0.55,  95% CI [0.49,  0.62],  SE =  0.03,

p <  .0001)  conditions,  ratings  for truncated  graphs  were  higher

than control  graphs,  consistent  with the results  of  Study  3.  Next,

we computed  the  effect  of  an  explanatory  warning  for  both  con-

trol  and  truncated  graphs.  As  before,  we found  evidence  that  an

explanatory warning  lowered  participants’  ratings  for truncated

graphs: estimatediff = 0.41,  95%  CI  [0.14,  0.68],  SE  =  0.14, p

= .002.  However,  the contrast between  no warning  and  warning

conditions for control graphs  was not  statistically  significant:

95% CI  [-0.38,  0.15],  p =  .40.  Consistent  with  the  statistically

significant interaction  between  graph  type and warning  condi-

tion, we  found  that  an  explanatory  warning  lowered  ratings  for

truncated graphs  more than  control graphs by  an estimate  of  0.53

(7-point scale;  95% CI  [0.44,  0.62],  SE  =  0.05, p  <  .0001). These

results suggest  that  an  explanatory  warning  reduced  the  size of

the truncation  effect  by  lowering ratings  for  truncated  graphs

specifically.

Timepoint and  graph  type. To  explore the interaction

between timepoint  and graph  type, we computed  contrasts of

timepoint  for  each  level  of  graph  type  (control  and truncated),

averaging over warning  condition.  We found  that  for both  con-

trol (estimate  of  the difference  =  0.16,  95%  CI [0.10,  0.22],  SE

=  0.03,  p <  .0001)  and truncated  (estimatediff = 0.24, 95%  CI

[0.18, 0.31],  SE  =  0.03, p  <  .0001)  graphs,  participants’  graph

ratings were  lower  in  the  second session,  compared  to  the first

session.  However,  when comparing  these contrasts,  we found

that  lower  ratings for session  2 compared  to  session 1  did  not

differ  statistically  as a function  of graph  type  at  an alpha of  .05

(SE =  0.05, p =  .07).  We note  that  the direction of  the  differ-

ence was such  that  the  decrease  in  graph  ratings in  the  second

session was  larger  for  truncated  graphs  compared  to control

graphs,  95%  CI  [-0.007,  0.17].  Thus,  we  did  not  find  further

positive evidence  for  an  interaction  between graph  type  and

timepoint.

Timepoint  and  warning  condition.  Finally, to  explore  the

interaction between  timepoint  and warning  condition,  we  com-

puted  contrasts  of timepoint  for  the no  warning  and warning

conditions,  averaging  over  graph  condition.  We found  that  in

both the no  warning  (estimatediff = 0.16. 95%  CI  [0.09,  0.22],

SE =  0.03, p  <  .0001)  and warning  conditions  (estimatediff =  0.25,

95%  CI  [0.18,  0.31],  SE  = 0.03,  p <  .0001),  participants’  graph

ratings were  reduced  in  the second session,  compared  to  the  first

session.  Comparing  these contrasts statistically,  we  found  that

this decrease  in  graph  ratings for  the  second timepoint  was larger

for participants  who  received  a warning,  compared  to  those who

did not receive  a warning:  estimatediff = 0.09,  95% CI [0.00,

0.18],  SE  =  0.05,  p =  .05.

Overall,  we found  consistent  evidence  of  a truncation  effect

with and without  warning  and at both  timepoints.  We  also  repli-

cated  the protective  effect  of  an  explanatory  warning.  We  failed

to  find  positive evidence  that  the  protective effect  of  an  explana-

tory  warning  fades  within  24  h.  Indeed,  our results  indicate  the

opposite:  that  graph  ratings  were  slightly  lower  during  the  sec-

ond  session.  These  results  suggest  that  while  an  educational
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intervention  did not  eliminate  the  truncation  effect,  its  influence

was durable  for at least  a  day.

Study  5

In  Studies  1–4,  there were  not  statistically  significant rela-

tionships between  participant  graph  literacy and  the size  of

the truncation  effect. This measure is well-regarded, measur-

ing relatively  basic knowledge  about  graphs  (Okan,  Galesic,  &

Garcia-Retamero,  2016).  However,  while  graph  literacy  is use-

ful in certain contexts,  it  may  not reflect  the  deeper  expertise  that

develops  over many  years.  Empirical  evidence  on  the potential

influence of expertise  on  misleading  graphs  is sparse,  as individ-

ual variation in  expertise  is infrequently  reported  or  manipulated.

For example,  Taylor  and Anderson  (1986) reported the  results  of

a mini-experiment  (7  pairs  of graphs)  administered  to  loan  offi-

cers, but  did  not  include  any  methodological  details  (e.g., sample

size, means)  or  compare  to  non-experts.  Another  study investi-

gated whether  experts’ interpretations  of  bar versus line  graphs

would be influenced  by  format (bar  versus  line); however, this

work does  not  report  a  within-study  comparison  to  non-experts

(Peebles  & Ali,  2015)  and  does  not speak  to  distorted  graphs.

In Study  5,  we  examined  the  size  of  the  truncation  effect  in

two doctoral  student  populations:  PhD  students  pursuing  quan-

titative  fields  versus the humanities.  We reasoned that  these

samples  would  be comparable  demographically  but  differ  in

their expertise  with  data  visualization,  providing  a  useful  con-

trast between  groups  that  are  both  highly  educated but  likely

differ in  experience  with  graphs.  We expected  that  PhD  students

in quantitative  fields  would  be  unlikely  to  exhibit  the  trunca-

tion effect,  which  is the result  of  a  relatively  straightforward

axis manipulation,  particularly  after  they are given an  explicit

warning  about  the  nature  of  the distortion.

Method

Participants.  We recruited  165  PhD students  (81 women,

2 non-binary  gender;  Mage = 26.87  years,  SDage = 3.58)  pur-

suing degrees  in  quantitatively-oriented  fields  and  165 PhD

students  (109 women,  5  non-binary  gender,  Mage =  28.98,  SDage

=  4.47)  pursuing  degrees  in  the  humanities.  Using  publicly  avail-

able email  addresses  and after  consulting  with the universities’

respective institutional  review  boards,  we  recruited PhD  students

from programs  in  statistics,  psychology,  and economics,  as  well

as in history and English,  for  our two  samples.  We aimed  to

recruit at least  as many  participants  as  in  Study  4,  especially

anticipating a  smaller  truncation  effect  size  than in  the  previ-

ously sampled  populations.  Pragmatically,  given the  difficulty

of recruiting  this  specialized  population,  we aimed  to  recruit

as many  participants  as  possible  in  a reasonable  time  frame.

Results for each  sample  were  not analyzed until  data  collection

was complete.

Reports  of  formal  statistical  training  and  graph  literacy scale

scores support  our  assumptions  about  statistical  and  data  visual-

ization  experience  within  the two populations.  Most quantitative

participants (92%)  reported  having  statistical  training, whereas

only 7% of  humanities  participants  reported the same.  Simi-

larly, the quantitative  sample scored  higher  on  the graph  literacy

measure  on average (M  =  45.79,  SDgraph literacy =  7.18) than  par-

ticipants from  the humanities  (M =  37.59,  SDgraph literacy =  8.42).

This difference  in self-reported  graph  literacy  was statistically

significant: t(327)  = 9.52,  p <  .0001,  95%  CI  of  the difference

[6.51, 9.91],  Cohen’s d  =  1.05  [0.82,  1.28].

Participants  were  given  the option  to  enter  a  raffle for  $100

USD Amazon  gift certificates;  they were  not  otherwise  compen-

sated.  No participants  were  excluded  from  analyses.

Materials.  We used  the  same set  of  40  bar graphs  used  in

Study 1. As  before, we assessed  graph  literacy using  a 10-item

scale.

Procedure.  Participants  followed the  same procedures

described  for  Study  3:  axis  truncation  was manipulated  within-

subject,  while  warning  was manipulated  between-subjects.  The

structure and content  of  the  warning  was identical  those given  in

the previous  studies.  Participants  were  successful when answer-

ing the instructional  item,  with  97.5%  and 97.7% of  quantitative

and humanities  participants  answering  the  question correctly

prior  to  feedback,  respectively.

As  in previous  studies,  participants  completed  the graph

literacy assessment,  demographic  questions,  and debriefing

questions about  graphs at the  end of  the study.  We also  asked

participants questions  about  their  formal  and informal levels  of

statistical  training.

Results

The  truncation  effect.  We first  replicated  the truncation

effect: the average  graph  rating  was higher  for  truncated  graphs

than for  control  graphs:  Mcontrol =  3.73, SD =  0.54; Mtruncated

= 4.17, SD =  0.76.  This  main effect  was statistically  signifi-

cant: t(329) =  13.9,  p <  .0001, 95%  CI  of  the difference  [0.37,

0.50], Cohen’s  d =  0.48  [0.32,  0.63].  Most participants  from  both

fields showed  an  overall  truncation effect:  78.22%  and  75.22%

respectively,  for  humanities  and quantitative  students.

Next, we  computed  a linear  mixed-effects  model  with  graph

type  (0 =  control,  1  =  truncated),  warning  condition  (0  =  no

warning,  1 =  warning),  and field  (0  =  humanities, 1  =  quanti-

tative) as  binary  fixed  factors.  The  outcome  variable  was  graph

ratings;  participant and  item were  modeled as random  effects.

We found  statistically  significant  effects  of  graph  type,  warning

condition,  and field  (Table  3).  We also  found  statistically  sig-

nificant  interactions  between  graph  type  and warning  condition,

graph type  and field, and field and  warning  condition.  How-

ever,  the 3-way  interaction  between field,  warning  condition,

and graph  type  was not statistically  significant  (p  =  .13).  We ran

follow-up models  to  clarify  these interactions,  described  below.

To preview,  Figure  6 summarizes  our results:  we replicated  the

finding that  an  explanatory  warning  reduces  but  does  not  elim-

inate the  truncation effect.  We also  found  a  smaller  truncation

effect in  participants  from  quantitative  fields when no  warn-

ing was given, compared  to  participants  from  the  humanities.

However, this  field  advantage  was not evidenced in  the warning

condition.

Graph type  and  warning  condition.  First, we  investigated

the interaction  between  graph  type  and warning  condition  to

replicate results  from  Study  3 and 4,  collapsing  across  field.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.10.002
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Table 3

Results for Study 5 from a Linear Mixed Effects Model Predicting Graph Ratings.

Estimate (b) 95% CI of the Estimate SE  |t| p

Intercept 3.90 [3.56, 4.35] 0.21  18.22 < .0001

Graph Type (Control or Truncated) 0.69 [0.63, 0.75] 0.03  20.30 < .0001

Warning Condition (No Warning or Warning) −0.30 [−0.47, −0.11] 0.09  3.31 .001

Field (Humanities or Quantitative) −0.20 [−0.37, −0.04] 0.09  2.19 .03

Graph Type × Warning Condition 0.42 [−0.51, −0.32] 0.05 8.59 < .0001

Field × Graph Type −0.14 [−0.23, −0.03] 0.05  2.97 .003

Field × Warning Condition 0.32 [0.06, 0.57] 0.13  2.47 .01

Field × Graph Type × Warning Condition 0.10 [−0.04, 0.24] 0.07  1.50 .13

Note. Experimental conditions (graph type, warning or no warning, humanities or quantitative) were dummy-coded. No Warning and  Humanities served as the

reference groups for the between-subjects manipulations. Control graphs served as the reference group for the within-subject manipulation.

Figure 6. Raincloud plot for Study 5. Error bars reflect correlation- and difference-adjusted 95% confidence intervals of the means. Points represent each participant

twice. The truncated versus control graphs variable was manipulated within-subjects.

We found  that  in  both  no  warning  (estimate  of  the  difference

= 0.62,  95%  CI [0.57,  0.67],  SE  = 0.02,  p  < .0001) and  warn-

ing (estimatediff =  0.25,  95%  CI  [0.20,  0.30],  SE  =  0.02, p  <

.0001) conditions,  ratings  for  truncated  graphs  were  higher than

control graphs.  Next,  we computed  the  effect  of  an  explanatory

warning for  both  control  and truncated  graphs.  We found  that

an explanatory  warning  lowered  graph  ratings  for  both  control

(estimatediff =  0.14, 95%  CI [0.02,  0.27],  SE  =  0.06,  p =  .03)  and

truncated  graphs  (estimatediff =  0.51,  95% CI  [0.38,  0.64],  SE =

0.06, p <  .0001).  The  contrast  between  these two differences (i.e.,

warning’s  effect  on  control  graphs compared  to  warning’s effect

on truncated  graphs) was  statistically  significant  (p  <  .0001),

such that  warnings  lowered  ratings more for  truncated  graphs

than  control  graphs (estimatediff =  0.37,  95%  CI [0.30,  0.44],  SE

= 0.03).  Thus,  an  explanatory  warning  reduced  the  size  of  the

truncation effect  (as  in  previous  studies);  it may  have  also  led

participants to be  slightly  more cautious  in  rating  the  differences

shown by  all  graph types,  not just  truncated  graphs.

Field and  graph type.  To explore  the  interaction between

field and  graph  type,  we computed  contrasts of  field  for  each level

of graph  type  (control  and truncated), averaging across  levels  of

warning  condition.  We found  that  participants  ratings  for  control

graphs  did  not  vary  by  field: 95% CI  estimate  of  the  difference

[-0.09,  0.17],  p =  .54).  However,  the  contrast  between  humani-

ties and  quantitative  field  participants  for  truncated  graphs  was

statistically significant:  estimatediff =  0.13,  95%  CI  [0.01,  0.26],

SE =  0.06,  p  =  .04.  Comparing  these  differences  statistically,  we

found  that  the  truncation effect  (the  difference  between  truncated

and control graphs)  was  smaller  for quantitative  participants

compared  to  humanities  participants  (estimatediff =  0.09,  95%

CI [0.02,  0.16], SE =  0.03,  p  =  .007).  This  is  consistent  with

the hypothesis that  many  years of  quantitative  expertise  would

translate into  reduced  susceptibility  to  the  truncation effect.

Field and  warning  condition.  To  explore  the  interaction

between field  and  warning  condition,  we computed  contrasts of

field for each  level  of  the  warning  condition,  averaging across

levels of  graph  type. When  no  warning  was  given,  we found

a statistically  significant  effect  of  field,  such  that  participants

from the humanities  rated graphs higher  than  participants  from

quantitative  fields:  estimatediff = 0.27, 95%  CI  [0.10,  0.44],  SE

=  0.09, p  =  .002. However,  when a  warning  was  provided,  the

effect  of  field  was  not  statistically  significant:  95%  CI  of  the  dif-

ference [−0.27, 0.07],  p =  .26.  Then,  we statistically  compared

the differences  by  field  (humanities  – quantitative)  between  the

no warning  and  warning  conditions.  We found  that  this  differ-

ence was statistically  significant (estimatediff =  0.37,  95%  CI
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[0.13,  0.62],  SE  =  0.12, p  =  .003).  In other words, when not

given a warning,  humanities  participants  rated  graphs  higher

than participants  from  quantitative  fields.

Overall,  we  found  that  the truncation  effect  was  persistent

across all  conditions.  PhD  students  from  quantitative  fields

exhibited a  smaller  truncation  effect  compared  to  PhD students

from the  humanities  when no warning  was  given. However,

when given  a warning,  we  found  that  the participants  from

the humanities  “caught  up”  with  those  from quantitative  fields.

We note  that  even  PhD  students  in  quantitative  fields  given

an explanatory  warning  about  the nature  of  the manipulation

immediately preceding  graph  ratings  showed  a  truncation  effect,

estimate  =  0.24,  95%  CI [0.14,  0.34],  t(82)  =  4.72,  p <  .0001.

So, while  educational  training  and explicit  warnings  may reduce

the size of the truncation  effect,  they  do not eliminate  it.

General  Discussion

Across  five  studies,  we  empirically  investigated the  trunca-

tion effect,  showing  that  quantity  differences  were judged  as

larger in  truncated  compared  to control  graphs.  This  effect  was

reliable (Cohen’s  d =  0.48–1.26)  and observed  across  most par-

ticipants  (83.5%  across  studies),  regardless of  graph  literacy

scores. Teaching  people  about  how truncation  can mislead  atten-

uated the  truncation  effect  somewhat,  both  immediately  and  after

a 1-day  delay,  but  failed to  eliminate  the  effect.  Indeed,  the  trun-

cation effect  persisted  across the five studies in  the  present work,

contexts which  likely engendered  greater than  typical  vigilance

for graph  distortions.  Namely,  participants  made judgments in

an experiment  labeled as having  to  do with  graphs;  they  then

viewed 40 graphs  in  a within-subject  design  allowing  for fre-

quent comparisons  of  control  and distorted graphs.  Participants

were sometimes  given  a  clear  explanation  about  the single  form

of distortion  they were immediately  about  to  encounter  (Stud-

ies 2–5),  and  in  Study  5,  participants  were  pursuing doctoral

degrees, half  of  whom  were pursuing studies within  quantita-

tive fields.  Our  materials  were  neutral  in  nature,  and unlikely  to

encourage motivated  reasoning  processes  (Kunda,  1990). These

conditions  are in  stark  contrast to  a  user  casually  consuming

news via social  media  on  a  mobile  device,  in  a context  where

misinformation and  graph  distortions  can take  a  myriad of  forms,

rarely  come  with a  clear  warning,  and may  interact  with  existing

beliefs. Our  work  fills  a  much  needed  methodological  and the-

oretical gap  in  the  literature,  bringing  together  the  strengths  of

behavioral science  methods  to  inform  long-standing  questions

around graph  distortion.

Effects  of  Graph  Literacy

Why  did  we  not  see effects  of  graph  literacy  in  predicting

the size  of  the  truncation  effect?  This  may  seem  initially  con-

tradictory, given that  participants  with  quantitative  training  in

Study  5 showed  reduced  truncation  effects  in  the  absence  of

a given warning.  Our  results  suggest  a  distinction between  the

construct  of  subjective  graph  literacy  (captured  by items such  as

“How often  do you  find  graphical  information  to  be useful?”)

and the  deeper  expertise  developed  over  years in  doctoral  pro-

grams in statistics,  psychology,  and economics.  We speculate

that  graph  literacy  relates  to  prior  knowledge  related  to  attend-

ing to  and processing “arbitrary  graph  conventions”  such  as axis

labels  and graph  titles,  reflecting  basic training  in  understand-

ing graphs  (Okan  et al.,  2016). Thus,  graph  literacy  may be

more predictive  in  contexts when accurate  interpretation  relies

on such  graphical  training, such  as with  more complex  data

visualizations.  However,  comparing  the height  of  two  bars  is

intuitive, reflective  of  mappings  corresponding  to  experiences  in

the physical world  (Shah &  Hoeffner,  2002;  Tversky,  2011). Our

simpler graph  stimuli are  representative  of  graphs  in mass media,

where most  data  visualizations  are designed  to  be  meaningful

and communicative  to a  general  audience.

Possible  mechanisms.  The  present  work  establishes  the  trun-

cation effect  in  bar  graphs and the  extent  to  which  this  effect  is

persistent. Our  attempts  to  mitigate truncation  effects by  directly

warning  participants  about  y-axis  truncation  were  mixed,  sug-

gesting that  the problem  was  not  just  about  a  lack  of  knowledge.

Future experimental  work  should  be  designed  to  identify expla-

nations  behind  these observations.  Specifically,  one possibility

is that  the appearance  of  a large  difference  initially  anchors  judg-

ments, consistent with  previous research  showing  that  initially

presented  values  have disproportionate  influence  (Furnham  &

Boo, 2011;  Tversky  &  Kahneman,  1974). Although  most  of

the literature  has  focused  on  numeric  anchors,  recent  articles

examined the  extent  to  which  this  phenomenon  generalizes  to

visual stimuli (Langeborg  &  Eriksson,  2016;  LeBoeuf  & Shafir,

2009).  In  previous  work,  warnings  were  much  less  effective  in

the case  of  visually  driven phenomena  such  as  change blind-

ness (Simons,  2000)  or  optical  illusions (e.g.,  Barlow  & Hill,

1963; Williams  &  Yampolskiy,  2018); visual  anchoring  as  a

phenomenon  could  be  compared  and  contrasted with  these  phe-

nomena.

Another and  non-exclusive  explanation  relates  to  the norm

of communication  to  trust the speaker,  or  this  case,  the  graph

maker.  Listeners  tend  to  assume  that  speakers  are  providing

truthful, relevant,  and  clear information  (Grice,  1975). Thus,

the  reader  of  a  graph  may  assume  that  the  difference highlighted

in a  graph  represents  a meaningful  unit  of  comparison.  Future

empirical  studies  around how  people perceive,  make  judgments

about, and later  remember  graphs can contribute  to  expanding

existing  theories  of  graph  comprehension  (Carpenter  &  Shah,

1998;  Pinker, 1990;  Shah,  Freedman, &  Vekiri,  2005).

To  Truncate  or  Not  to  Truncate

Data  visualization  experts  have  recommended  that  the  y-axes

of bar graphs specifically  should  start  at  zero  (e.g.,  “If  your  num-

bers  are represented  by  the length  or  height  of objects—bars,  in

this case—the  length  of  height  should  be  proportional  to  those

numbers”;  Cairo,  2019). Our  data  support  this  recommendation

empirically. However,  our recommendation  to  not truncate  ver-

tical  axes  is specific  to  bar graphs.  Line  graphs  and dot plots,

for example,  do not represent  numerical  values  as  continuous

visual areas  and truncation  may  be  appropriate  in  these  cases

(Cleveland,  1994;  Zoss,  2016,  p.  42).  In  other  words,  if  length

or height  is not the  primary  means of communicating  numerical

quantities, a zero  baseline  may  not be necessary.  When  small
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numerical  differences  matter—such  as  a single  degree  shift  in

average global  temperature—there  are better  formats  than  bar

graphs. We  suggest  future  research  make  clear the differences

between bar  and line  graphs,  and their distinct  affordances  in

illustrating differences.

Implications  and  Future  Directions

In light  of the  present  work,  we  suggest  that  the burden  for

accurate presentation  of  data  in  bar graphs falls on  the shoulders

of graph  makers.  Our  sophisticated  sample of  graph  consumers

in Study  5 were still  susceptible  to  the truncation  effect, even

though  they  were  given  a warning  and placed  in  a  context  likely

to engender  skepticism  (a  scientific  study  about  graphs). View-

ing  graphs  as arguments,  these results  suggest  that  the  practice

of truncating  the y-axis  of  a bar graph  is comparable  to  a partic-

ularly persuasive  rhetorical  fallacy, and thus, should  be avoided.

Given the  ubiquity  of  bar graphs  and  the relative  ease  of

creating them,  this  work has  important  implications  for  the

clear and  responsible  communication  of  data. We urge  produc-

ers of  graphs  (including  many  of  our present  readers)  to avoid

the practice  of  truncating y-axes  of  bar  graphs,  contributing

to stronger  cultural  norms  for  responsible  data  visualization.

Our recommendation  is consistent  with more  general  advice

given by risk  communication  specialists:  while  communicators

would prefer  that  people  process  information  systematically,

consumers  are  much  more likely to  digest  information  heuris-

tically,  and thus  are  extremely  susceptible  to  variations  in

presentation  format  (Visschers,  Meertens,  Passchier,  &  Vries,

2009). Ideally,  data  visualizations  should be  crafted  such  that

even  initial  impressions  are well-aligned  to  the conclusions

afforded by  more  careful  analysis  of  underlying  numerical

trends.

However, we  acknowledge  that  it is unrealistic  to  expect  the

solution to  this  problem  to  be  the removal  of  all  misleading

graphs.  Our work  demonstrates  that  an  explanatory  warning

can reduce  the  size  of  the  truncation  affect  and that  this  pro-

tective effect  lasts  for at least  a day,  suggesting  an  intervention

approach that  is  helpful,  if  incomplete.  We hope  that  the present

work serves  as  a catalyst  for  future  empirical  work  exploring  the

impact of data  visualizations.  We  suggest  that  future  studies  may

explore  other  common  graph  types (e.g.,  line  graphs),  the  mem-

orability  of  types  of  graphs,  continued interventions,  and  testing

predictions from different  theoretical  frameworks  for  explaining

the truncation  effect.
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